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5*t*lMotion is not a new thing to the schools.

From

/

tho very inception of a system of education that system
was evaluated by various groups within the community end
the jfud^peat pwtaeft by these groups ms a matter for the
educators to think about.

In the earliest ti os public

opinion was usually the measure of the value of a. school
♦

i

system,

"amter, us the educational system became more

complex, it was thought more advisable to have trained
*

.

*

personnel do that evaluation.

To aid them in this evalu¬

ation, various charts end forms were devised in an attempt
to make the evaluation more objective.

Unfortunately,

however, these forms im? odlately became a symbol of the
ultimate in objectivity and people failed to realise that
mere formal!ration of the procedure of evaluating did not
eliminate the ale ent of subjectivity.

It was still the

duty of the administrator to judge to what degree the items
listed on the chart were present or absent, and the ob¬
jectivity of the rating scale Was only as great as the
objectivity of the rater.
Necessity of

valuation.

Evaluation, in spite of

the subjectivity which invariably enters in, is essential.
"Without some form of evaluation everything about education
become© a matter of

<1}

Undly hoping that all is well," (l)

C*C* R03S* -fry*urwifcnt lo Tory's

,.
1

S3l>

ISAuoation ha© become a highly important part of the Amorloan way of life, and it is necessary that this part func¬
tion a© efficiently as possible.

To function efficiently

the integral parts of the whole must be analysed and in¬
efficiency eliminated*

Analysis is in fact ©valuation.

All sorts of things have been rated - from economy in
use of ©unplies to teacher performance*

It is the latter

topic with which this paper is concerned.

In older to dis¬

cover what the colleges end universities looked for in
their cadet teac erst, samples of rating scales were soli¬
cited from college© throughout the country'.

Those scales

ware analyzed to discover what trait© were rated moot fre¬
quently •

Hating scales were also requested fr m over one

hundred high schools in mssachusette and the rating scales
from the high schools were analyzed in the same way as those
from the colleges and universities.

Those hi h schools

which did not use e formal rating scale were requested to
itemize in order of importance a list of traits submitted
to then,

a comparison of the traits looked for by the

high schools in the teachers on the staff, and by the college
in training their cadet teachers, shows suds Interesting
discrepancies.

It it felt that If those discrepancies

were eliminated or even minimized, it would enable the
colleges and universities to turn out graduates who would

«

/a

.•

be no re in line with what the high schools desired for
teachers f and would thue poealbly niai ,lze the rate of
turnover of teachers and stabilise the personnel of the
school systems to a greater extent.
Thiring the current extreme shortage of teachers,
it is

or© vital than ever that the schools obtain be¬

ginning touchers who will be able to fulfil the requirencmts of the high schools#

draining ana expert©no© stan¬

dards have been lowered and many incompetent persons have
been attracted to the profession#

By means of more core*

Ail supervision of the cadet teacher and closer coopera¬
tion on rating the cad t teacher by both the colleges and
the secondary schools, the qualifications of the new
teachers will be improved and they will be able to render
acre satisfactory service to the American school system*

/
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From the earliest day® teachers were judged and cer¬
tain standards were set up for them to meet*

These stan¬

dards included a knowledge of subject matter, a broad
educational background, a e da of morality end certain
personal qualities that were expected of all citizens,
particularly thoee who are cynosures,

lualifications pre¬

scribed for the teachers of certain schools in Pennsyl¬
vania ? bout 1846 stated:
,fHe (the teacher} must be qualified in Pending, writ¬
ing, Arithmetic, and Singing; and mat undergo an examina¬
tion in these brunches.

He must be one that takes a lively

interest in, ana hoi >s to build up the Christian Church;
. aa<? mat al« ; be v. God-fearing, virtuous u&n, tut lead an

exemplary li e, and met himself be a lover of the t/ord of
God, and be diligent in its use as much as possible, among
the children of the school; and he must set a good example,
especially before the young children and must avoid exhibi¬
tions of anger.

He shall willingly and heartily seek to

fulfill the duties obligatory upon him, with love to God ana
to the children; to the performance of which the Lord, their
Maker, and Jeans., their redeemer, have so strongly bound him** (yj

(1)

Adana, Jesse IS*, and Ta 1 r, m* B. An Introduction
tP.jJmation and the, reaching Process^
pV mV-~~

•» y<*►

The qualifications quoted
day.

quite advanced for that

However, it must be realised that Softool author!tie®

were only too glad to dispense with any or all of the necesfjary qualifications if in that way they were able to procure
a teacher Tor very little money,

Teaching was considered

such a oimole tank that anyone could do it.

For the most

part the early teachers were recruited from the ranks of the
physically handicapped.

There was little to attract men of

note to the schools - the hours were lung and arduous, and
most of the schools were open lor only three months of the
year,

-atlas included those more appropriate to a minister1©

assistant, such

s the examination of the children in the

gospel, the digging of graves, the sweeping of the church,
and othe-* Janitorial services,
cessful teacher was the
the classroom.

(8)

^he only criterion of a suc¬

presence of absolute discipline in

Evaluation was simple - merely the

opinion of the community as to the morals of the teacher,
plus the testing of the mastery by the pupils of n rigidly
prescribed curriculum.
As the school ay stems became more cor ip lex with the
ramificatione into the various curricula, it became increas¬
ingly important to Judge the relative r orits of the touchers
engaged in that profession.
merits increased, so di

(2)

And us the importance of judging

the difficulty of judging.

Adams and Taylor, op. oil, p. 25.

School

committees are urn* ally composed
'field of education.

wimrily of laymen in the

They « e not always kept abreast of

educational movements and methods.

It is for this reason

that non actively engaged in the profession, superintendents,
supervisors am! principals and sometimes the teachers them¬
selves, are best qualified and do mont of the evaluating of
teacher services.
Rating blanks.

The advent of rating blanks saw them

hailed as objective measures of teaching Ability* rather
than as more formalized roomings of personal opinion, (3)
V

and this has caused much of the disapproval of the rating
scales in us© today*
Methods or evaluation.

There are several methods of

anpronehinr the subject of teacher evaluation.

An essenti¬

ally negative approach Is that of determining the most pre¬
valent causes oi failure among teachers and then determining
the degree to which these causes are present among the teach¬
ers in a particular school or school system*• Twenty-five
of the meat prevalent causes of failure have been found to be:
1*

Weakness in discipline,

2.

Lack of judgment,

3.

Toflc eney in scholarship#

4.

Toot

methods.
\

5.

(3)

Insufficient daily preparation.

Tioga, Truest L•
p. 210.

Tests, and Measurements for renohers.

6*

Lack

7,

Lack of* sympathy *

0.

LorVousn®®® •

9.

refic'oncy in social qualities.

of

industry.

10*

Unprofessional attitudes.

11.

Una t trac t ive ap x? are nce.

18*

Poor health.

IS*

Xjwk of culture ct&6 x»fl fitment*

14.

Ho interest in ' ork of teaching.

15.

Too mny out *16® interests.

16.

Immorality*

If*

Frivolity*

10*

disloyalty.

19.

Failure to control temper.

50.

Fee®itfuIn® as.

51.

Tint iciness In areas.

83.

ifesoninlng too long in the teaching profession.

25.

Immaturity.

24.

Wrong religious views.

25.

Attend in

*

j

place® of questionable emu®©m®. • t. (4)

The most prevalent causes of failu e, as seen from this
list, are directly eoneem®® with the skill of ter c ing, l.e.
aiactpllnirir, scholarship, mthomt proper tion.

Personality

traits, however, alee eat* r into the picture, an® one worm or a

(4)

M&m® ana Taylor, on. clt.

p. 35*

whether a Hat nmh ua thin con be taken too literally
an it la certain that more than on© factor loads* to failure#
It

b entirely possible and highly probable that personality

factors wore such in many of t e cases used in this study
\

that the administrators sieved a lack of a particular teach¬
ing skill upon which to fasten the blame for dismissal
rather than attempt to prove or even mutton the m trnlous
personality trait as the direct cause for dismissal*
Another method of approaching the * valuation of a
teacher In by testing the class taught for aehievemeot*
This method also tioeee difficulties*

the first difficulty

is that certain character traits which it is the teacher1^
duty ta instil in the c .116 are impossible to measure*

The

second difficulty is that it lb difficult to separate the
influence o- a teacher from that of the environment, con¬
temporaries and family with which the child comes in oontaot,
and it is even more difficult to separate the influence of
a teacher from that of other teachers,

character building

is a continuous, continual process; it is almost 1 possible
to separate that process into its comment parte and it is
virtually impossible to measure either the whole or the parts*
If character building is ignored, ami the child is tested
for subject-matter mastery, pre-testing in necessary .

In

testing classes for aehiovemont in subject- matter and judging
the touchers on the basis of class achievement, it is neces¬
sary to bear in mind the relative abilities of the classes.

11
the trlining of the tetcher, the teacher-loud, tod the abil¬
ity ana experience of the teacher*

Factual achievement ia

possible to measure aoft several excellent achievement tests
have been devised, m almost every field*

It is, however,

ni.se to beer in mind the various factors stated above.

A

branch of this method is the testing of the teacher in various
fieId © •
A

third method of evaluating teachers involves the use

of the various kinds of rating scales and ranking scales*
Almost all of the scales developed over the years rate the
conf.-rnity of the teacher to the general standards of pro¬
fessional conduct promulgated by the National ’duration Associt

atien.

Theca standards say that the conduct of the teacher

should be such a© tos
1.

Keep him phylocally and mentally fit*

8*

flake hin e worthy example for pupils.

3.

firing no reproach upon hisiself*

4.

Conform, in general, to accepted standards in the

community.
5.

Contribute to harmony and mutual advantage in all

prof©ssIonul relationshipa•
0.

Bring no reproach upon the profession.

These standards are sufficiently brood to cover almost any
phase of activity that the teacher might undertake*

The

National Education Association elucidates further by stat¬
ing that the welfare of the pupil is the paramount concern

of any teacher, art! that certain charaeter 1 atlas are a

neoeseary part of the personality of ©vary teacher,

Among

these character let la® are:
1*

4. respect for individual differences*

2*

Xnpartiality#

3*

ympathy and courtesy*

4.

Ethicsl attitudes.

b.

Cooperation*

6.

articipation ^n communit; affaire, but avoidance

of entangling alliances*
7.
B.

loyalty to the oOM&uolty*
uppert of school policies once the) are established•

ther mtho s of evaluating teacher effectiveness are:
X.

General public opinion of the teacher.

This method

i© not reliable because the public Is not aware of educe*
tiofin 1 Idii'8
8*

nd nothod »•

Measure of teacher activity such u& salary level,

teacher lad, experience, professional interacts, training,
and preparation.
3.

Teacher personality.

This method is too subjective

to be really reliable, although a good personality is neces¬
sary for teaching success*

.

4

Mental attributes of the teacher.

This method forms

a good basis of approach and. Is fairly accurate, but is only
one phase of teaching*
5.

Contribution to school and eoMunlty*

The value

13

of the teacher In this respect can be measured by letters
of commendation or complaint*

In any event, a teacher

should receive credit for the time and effort put forth
In the interests of the school and the community*
6*

0rowth and development in the profession*

Credit

for improvement should be given, even though the value of
what was done Is difficult to measure.
object!one.to- use, of rating scales*

(5)
there are many

objections made by teachers to being rated*

Among the

more prominent objectives are:
1*

The misuse of ratings by school administrators.

2*

Lack of definite standards for rating*

3*

Subjectivity of rating®,
l*owar moral© ©nd. Increase of tension in relation¬

ships with administrators with who®

000?

oration is necessary*

5*

back of Qualified raters*

6*

Improver conditions for judging* (6)

7*

Measuring devices are In the exploratory stage and

therefore too much importance snould not ba attached to
results obtained.
-

8.

«

hating scales stimulate comj ©titive spirit where

cooperation is necessary.
9*

(5)
(6)
(7)

Favoritism or halo effect influences rating. (7)

MTeacher hating*. 3KA .Discussion i arable t in. XXII.
(December 19lM&) pp.^hT*
Ibid* pp. 1$~£1*
WsTree, ‘HIlard S.
The American Teacher. p. ^9,

Those objections ore veil* ones*

Teacher© often feel that

rat 3 n gn me y prejudice school aft a nistretora for or against
them in matters not concerned with the ratings at oil*

Then

toof because of the luck of definite standards for rating
am the subjectivity of the rating®» it ia possible for a
teacher to be rated incorrectly*

The teachers also object

that they find it difficult to work ©ooporetlv©ly on ad~
miniatrative problem© with the *Calaistr&tors who will be
judging their teaching ability because the administrator
my let that cooperative work influence his judgment when
h©

the r 4© of judge*

Not. all u0miniatrators are
i

capable of being impartial ©valuators.

They may bo moved

by personal bl «, halo effect, effect of personal ac¬
quaintance, prejudiced by preceding dealing© with the teacher
or genuinely incapable of evaluating the work done by the
teacher because of lock of skill in judging, 1 ck of under¬
standing of the problem* involved in teaching a particular
class, lack of opportunities of observing the teacher in
more than one class, and. so forth.
The following list given some of the objection© to
the rating scale and the percent of teachers queried who
voiced that objection:
1*

Results not given to teachers

&*

Unqualified raters - too little

gs$

time to observe

i$

3*

Favoritism in ratings

13

4.

Subjectivity in rating

8

158*

Here than one person should <*o ratings

6#

Haters should be reted by teachers

?•

R&li»g baa undesirable emotional
atrain on teacher

8*

8$
'8

5

He tare ua© underhanded mean a to keep
ratings from teacher

1

(S)

':n *-toe other hi»rk? 8# of the teachers felt that rating
was an incentive to batter teaching* *9)
Then© objections have been, net with mam bugge&ted
improvements or substitutes for the rating scale.

It ha

been aug^watod that the basis for rating should be known
and that the rater should adhere to that basis*

The

teachers and administrators should work to ether to find
© system of rating that 1b acceptable to the majority it
the people involved*

neaulta of the ratings should he

vm?„e known to the teacher and an opportunity for a con¬
ference with the rater should be made available for dis¬
cussion of the rating and for aid ng the teacher to im¬
prove the n^xt rating*

It has been suggestad that ratings

be givn whan there is no definite need for them *- for in¬
stance ratings should not be given a week before the new
salary schedule goes into effect, or the new contracts ore
signed - but should be given at times when a trass ard
sion ar
(8)
,

(9 /

ten¬

likely to be at a lower point than when a major

"The Teacher looks at Personnel riministration".
m&
B©searoA. Mletin
. XXIXI.
(reoomber 1945... p* IDT.
Xbid » p * Ia/4 *

decision in the teacher's career is i bout to be
■"eaeherii on >os* *4 to rating scales offer the cumulative
personnel record m u substitute.
llgy

of, reting scala»

Various principles

have boon expounded for the proper on# of the rating scalet
primarily that the rating ucal©:
A

1#

should be used for the improvement of teaching.
^houlfl offora & definite and concrete basis for

Improve tent.
4.

should be as objective and scientific as possible*

**

f hould ttot be considered infallible «eft that the

rating should be done by as many competent raters as feus**
lble* the average of their retinas being used. {IQ)
*

n.V*i..,.li ,tj-iYQj?.of.. r.! t jngs.

t?ons of teachers to

In view of the objec**

eing rated* it is possibly interesting

to mention the arguments in favor of rating teachers.
irst of ail those ratings frequently fom the basis for
administrative decisions such as increments* promotions*
and recommendations * and, therefore it A© desirable that all
teachers be rated on « comparable basis,

second 1}

these

rating, are frequently nafu with the genuine hope of aiding
the teacher to improve the quality of instruction and
aiding the teacher in identifying weaknesses, in planning
future training, and in demonstrating real ability.
are probably the two moot important uses

110)

loble,
*C.H.* ,Tr«f Prac11c l
Administrators■. p. iso.

made

These

0f the ratings.

easure:ients for school

."'1.“

I?
Other uses are:
it
a.

t election of teachers*
upervieton

or twining of teachers*

3#

revising and applying retirement plans*

4*

Furnishing information efeout

he individual teacher.

Administrators advance the e&dlt on«»l arguments that ratings
keen tenure teachers alert and also that the ratings give
the administrator u good eheci on teacher nor for mu nee •( 11}
Bating scale® also co pel the « dmlnistretor to actually knew
something about the teacher's work and the recorded rating
la of value in protecting the teacher against capricious
administratora. (IE)
Te no her re a o t ion t o rat 1 ng sc a la a *

a study was zm de

of the reaction of teachers to rating scales um the results
of the res-sons© to the question ** Should Teaeher* He Given
Efficiency ' stings?* are given in ’ruble I*

From Table 1

it can be aeon that only a minority of teachers feel that
no ratings at all should be given,

A formalized rating

scale, cither with severe 1 levels- of efficiency or with
•merely ^eatlefcotery^uDeatlefaotory^ ratings arc preferred
to informal rating scales or scales which do not permit
comparison,

."he necessity of rating all teachers is recog¬

nized, according to this

table, by .-Ixty percent of all urban

teachere, and by seventy percent of rural teachers*

A

(11)

f rXenon, Jacob

o. 3bb,

(18)

Noble, M.G.B. Jr*

.

"‘ouaurev onta in
op* cit*

ducat on*

p. lba.

IB'

mmu
Should

Metiers be Given Efficiency Ha tings V

(13)

tereent of tmakers indicating each
Report! rig Group

From cities with
comptr stive? rating
scale and several
levels of efficiency

all teachers
should be
rated, each
year

84f§

tnly those
on trial
should be
rated

m%

No ratings c ther
should be opinion^
given

4%

4%

From cities with
"unsetinfaetjryM or
**m 11 aftio t o ry re 11 ngs

68

£3

6

\
\
3

Fran cities with rat¬
ings on sever 1 util¬
ities but no single
comparative score

81

36

10

3

From cities with in¬
formal written evalua¬
tions , jut no rating
form

81

3?

U

1
*

From cities where no
ratings are given

43

37

IB

a

All urban huehers

60

E9

a

3

Rural teachers

70

u

a

Baaed on replies of 4008 urban teachers end ?3£ rural classic dm
teachers)

minority states that no ratings should be given,
tfee of rating scales for cadet teachers.

(13)

If teachers

*Teacher Rating** Ni;;i discussion Pamphlet #10, XXII,
(Tecenber 1946) p, 19.

19
/

find rating scales necessary or desirable9 in spite of their
valla objections to the method in which the rating* are made,
rating scales for cadet t cue he re are even more necessary be¬
cause they serve the additional purpose of selection*

A

valid ami reliable rating scale, when correctly administered,
can air! in the selection of teachers who will prove satis¬
factory to the school systems*

This will enable tbs school

system* to attain some saeasure of stability in their staffs,
and will eliminate much of the rapid turnover so prevalent
today•
"«.*.The teacher supply in general is dangerously low
in certain fields, and critically low in others,wf14) This
situation has caused a general lowering of requires nts for
certification of teachers throughout the country*
laxation oi

This re¬

standards of professional training makes it more

imperative then ever that administrators have a workable
method of selecting new teachers who will fit the standards
of the individual school system*
rating of cadet

(14)

To 6> this, an adequate

.anchors is necessary.

G«tenl**r, Unitor J.

"Tewohero <a*« Bu«y”.
^ivlalon Leaflet Hi4. p. 1.

Vocational
"
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of high school
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Teacher rating in mou% high schools in Massachuaette
is Acme by the principal of the high school or by the super¬
intend* at*

In vam instances the teacher is rated by the

supervisor and by the pupils.

It has been found most desir¬

able not to have the teachers rated by those Trim whom

he

j.aiet seek help and advice, for example the supervisor, be¬
cause this may cause reluctance on the pert of the teacher
to seek that advice which

he needs.

For this reason it

la perhaps undesirable to have principals do the rating of
teachers, but because of the unit ite& opportunities avail¬
able to the principal for observance of the teacher, he is
frequently culled upon to perform this service*

Golf-

evaluation by the teacher afford© the teacher with an op¬
portunity to analyze his work and himself, and affords the
teacher the opportunity of correcting faults*
Pupil ratings are a necessary part of the evaluation
of the teacher.

It ha > been shown in various studies that

pupil judgment varies little from the judgment of the trad¬
itional rating authorities and that this student criticism
causes a teacher to re-evaiuote hi. self.

Pupil® do not

i

give there teachers who mark the easiest the highest set* ea.
n the contrary, it Hub been found thi.it teachers who mark
the easiest are scorned, a of pupil® say that they are getting

the most out of & course which they my be fulling* (1)
In another study It was shown that there is no significant
,

'

r

relational*!?) between murks -at attitudes toward the teacher
cm the part of the pupile.{8}

The beat attempt to get a

true rating of the teacher is to have os may coupe tent
raters ms feasible judge the performance of the teacher
ana then average the moms, (3)
Frequency, of rating.

In the majority of cases where

rating is done regularly, it is done on av annual bads.
*>o i© schools rate so*..1-annually, bi -tnrmally or at irregular
intervals*

an annual rating for a tenure-teacher la usually

considered sufficient uts too frequent ratings eutsl to ns ion*
For the new teacher u

usual rating for the first few
f

years may be deeded wise as It will help the new teacher
correct faults before those faults become firmly established•
For the cadet

euoher a much more frequent rating is necessary

It hms boon suggested that

he Cadet teacher be rated at

the tma of the first month of actual teaching,
the end

f the semester.

done by

he su srvlaSng teacher*

iM again at

Today almost nil of the rating is
ime the supervising

teacher is also supposed, to guide and aid the cadet
this is not the moat fortunate arrangement.
seem to bo n

eocher,

There would

reus n why the individual who regularly does

the rating In the school system should not rate the cadet

(l)

(H)
(3)

"Jeffernonlea democracy* • Hews week.
.XXX* (iu>u»t 1BS
194?)
p* Bl*
Ward, \m*B*, Be acre, H.H., and sehr alasriod ,H*T* ”Tne
Training of Tea©her**Ferueiiu 11t* by Feans el Jtud< nt
Ha tings" • fch. and h oc* till* (Feb* 8, 1941} p. 190.
"Teacher Hating”• on* clt* p. 11.
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teaeher* with due eonsid^ration for the luefc of experience.
This would give the cad f t teacher u basis of comparison be¬
tween hin rating and those of the regular stuff in the
school*

It would also be helpful to the cadet teacher to

be rated by the clues.

Any rating that a class does, how¬

ever, should not be overemphasised*

Although the attitude

of the pupil toward the teacher i» very important and should

be measured aysterae t ionlly, and: a rating by the pupils may
help the teacher ell mate uneuepeoted factors which minirdt.e bin effectiveness, the right attitude must be maintained*
In no case must the pupils be allowed to feel that they are
judging the teacher

- this w -uia merely antagonise the

teacher end give the pupils the feeling that they ere in
control of the situation.

Therefore, a class should not be

asked to judge any teacher more than once in its school
0

career. (4}

It ha a been foun,d that pupil ratings agree with

the administrative rating* with u mean correlation of .87. ($)
i

In any case the teacher should be notified of the
results of the rating und on opportunity should be given for
a conference to discus® the results.

All rbases of the

rating should be accomplished i rt as routine a mariner a*
possible to minimise the tension erSe tsg at that time.
ualit ic;h of „ rating scale,

& rating scale mu at be

simple to administer and inexpensive.

(4)
(5)

?he rating sho Id

Bryan, hoy C. ’’Pupil !tetinge of eeoad&rv eh ol
Teachers*1 Boh ol Bevlew. XI .VI. (Hay 1938} p. 357.
Ward, Teh, v., Bern’era, H.H,, and notate lor led, h.T*
op. alt*

p.

190*

state how the evidence muu collected, the tJkie ape at with
the teacher, the? number end length oi visits, t;nd the number
...

i

of conferences.

It would be wito have the teachers of

the school aid in the establishment of the rating ey item
beeeu jo in ttR.t wn> their full cooperation could be obtained* (6)
Differ;.?nt typos of rating scales.
ferent
©hook

y nee of rating scales*

Thar- are man}' dif¬

joong the more prominent la the

scale which la perhaps the moat frequently used*

This

cheek scale Unto several points which ere considered to nuke
m good teaching and the re tor merely checks the
which the toucher possesses these joints•

agree to

This is one of

the better noalea boots u o it eats before the rater a definite
set of traits for which he is to lookt end compels the rater
-to an lyze hie impressions of the teacher*
nro many*

Its disadvantages

First of all, this scale still permits subjective

judg ent because it Is merely the idea of the rater about
the degree to which the teacher possesses the traits being
rated.

eeon&ly, the traits ore frequently ambiguous, or

impossible to judge during the short acquaintance that the
rater lies with the teacher,

thirdly, the traits which make

up good teaching are not really known and the teacher m. y
be rated on a trait entirely
ability• (?)

extraneous to

is teaching

There are seva^l variations of the check scale.

A variation of this check scale is the graphic scale in which

(6)
(?)

"Teacher fating"
Ibid• p. ?.

ot>* ait.

m 11.

the retop plures a nark on u line inaioufcing the degree to
which the teacher possesses the trait being juflgea. (6)
The guinea eonaent report is another type of rating
scale.

This is merely a report by the rater of his im-

$r«Sftlons of the ability of the teach*?•

Tfecre is usually

no spm® for the rater to confirm his impress*loss with
specif*e instance®* urti therefore the rating l» not as valla,
an could he desired.
si, liar.

The descriptive report is somewhat

It usually consist® of one or two paragraphs about

*he merits of the teacher and is also vogue and inv&lie* (9)
r^he characterisation type of report assumes teac ing
ability is comprised of a single general trait.

It is more
.

/

or less the general 1; press ion made on the r^ter by the
teacher and its validity is doubtful.

{XJ

The BU*n~ta~non comparison is less widely used then
the other types of rating scales,

it consists of the rater

picking out the boat teacher* the above average teacher* the
average teacher and the below average* * ad then matching the
rent of the school •taff to these examples until the tadlvi-

7

are -laced somewhere along the line. (11)

A vo-riot ion of the mon-fco—.&n scale is ? he ranking

(B)

fymonds, feroival f.
P .

Measurement in secondary

349 .

(.6)
"Teacher bating”,
U <) !]>!£.. p. 7.
1111 jfbifl. p. 7.

'ducation.

'nil .it.. I...

op. elt. o. f.
- '

,.

.

———

scale in which the rater places the members of the touching

staff In order of merit according to hi® opinion*

This

is

His3 nuito unreliable ant dependent upon the subjective Ju&g*
mat of one person* (la)
/i It Hough all of the rating scales devel pad to date
Involve a great ano >nt of subject!? ty, the ohecl scale ana
the graphic scale arc improvements over the other scales in
that they li.t the b&aia of Judgment ana are therefore some¬
what less aubjectiv© than the other types.

The studies of the results of rating scales show that
the ratings vary almost at random.

IS)

mince so much df

the administrative a c axons are baaed on the results of
then© ratings, that condition must be remedied*
of the eighty-one high schools in fasoochusetts co¬
operating in this :tudy, thirty-six used one or more rating
scales of their own devising.

The majority of the rating©

were made by the principal, a goodly number by the principal
in conjunction wit* the euoerln indent.

Of the thirty-six

scales subtiltted for inspect* n, eleven scales used a five
point 3cale, ten used a four point scale, three used a ten
point scale and one used a three point scale*

it the re¬

maining sealee three war© descriptive sea lea, was was a
•

'

*

autlsfnetory~unaatl©factory scale, two were yes-no scales,

(Xft)

gymondH, n>. cit.

p* 5* 3b,

(13)

"feaeher Hating*’, up* ©it.

p* V.

r

8?
two wore combinations of the four point ©cole ana the
yes-no scale, two were ©ontomotion© of the descriptive
sci le and the five oolnt scale and one woo a mixture.
Three sehools used *or

than one acale in

evaluating the

toucher, sod one school used more then two scale© in
evaiuutint

the teacher#

Of ail ;.He r ting scales submitted

for study, on y three were *cooknanied by guide sheet©
explaining the scale and defining the meaning of the
terns used#

"'he majority of node© acre equipped with

edenucte instructions for ads inis taring, although a
few lucked even this*
i*a analysis of the item© lie ted on all the rating
scale© submitted by high schools showed that there were
©n© hundred and three itmm listed, after all similar
items were combined*

Table IX indicates the fra uency of

ut a of the r ore co monly reutloned traits and the percen¬
tage of responses mentioning the traits*

From the table

it c n be nsen that there is an opportunity to group sever¬
al traits and thus shorten the length of the check list,
making it easier to udBiinister*
Fro® Table II it can bo seen that rating ecu lee
used in high schools pi.eo the areatest emphasis on*
Appearance

68%

ambition

64%

discipline

64%

Health

584

Teaching Skil) 100>?

;t

Ti.Bi,:: II

Ctuiraoterldtlo

Frequency

a ppeamnee

Accuracy
Attitude |Mi Criticlan
attitude torarfl rxtT& uttvs
Aide* fie© of
Ambition (Further draining)
Class ohieveoent abject matter
Ci tissenshifi
Co tmm of Language
Cooperation
G m nit y 1 n te re »t s
Tim inline
"epena ability
notionsl , tabi11 ty
Lothuelean
Sthioal
health ana Vitality
Xndivs dual difference©, Treatment of
Initiative
Interest in Teaching
Influence for Good
Jttdgnent
Knowledge of ubjeet otter
Loyalty
Leadership
Pole©
unctuiillty
Routine Environment
Becorda
Leif-reliance
Tact
Teaching Hkill
lesson reparation
Pupil Response
reseat stion
Management ur4 Control
‘otmting kill
Assignments
Unaeratendlag
Voice

-ereentage

58?:
1JLV
n

19
41
o
6

El
50
19

18

54

10
IE

30
35

8
25

24

7

10

76
El
£>4
19
36
El
19

7
18

6
IE

7
6
19
13

58

40
36
48
19

IE
H
6
8

24

40
30
19
lb
19

13
10
6
5
a

49
19
19
27

1?
a

6
9
14
19
10

42
58

©
B
7
9
15

.

30
15
24
El

»

45

A similar analysis of rating seals© from various
colleges throughout ■he country discloses that the em¬
phasis placet by the colleger rating their ©adst

eaehers

tiffere from that emphasis pi cod by the high schools in
.rating t sir regular teachers.

Table III will illustrate

■>

these aiffersnoes•
From Table III it can be 21 eon that the raters of the
high schoola end from the college;

differ most widely on

the traits of:
Attitude toward Criticism

difference of

Attitude toward Extra duties

differsnee of &&n

Ambition (Further Training)

difference of 34“i

r

Class Citizenship

difforesee of 30 %

Co: mend of language

differsno© of 4&>;

tfepeo inability

difference of 44$

Knowledge of

ubjeot ? utter

diffor©nos of 47$

Leadership

difference of 88$

Neatness

difference of 34%

Pols©

aiffsrsnes of 38$

Punetuulity

difference of £3$

’ ’©a our cef u In ©ess

difference of 31$

Relationship to Community

difference of 34$

Foie©

difterecce of 33$

r‘i llingness

dIffsrencs of S9$
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y

ThiitM ii

t

'A Comparison of the Frequency of Feting Certain Tr<u.it# as
shown in on a only sin of High

ohool a? a College Hating

SO a 108

Characteristic

Frequency

Percent

High School - College
—

—nrrmi—irr^-^TTTwiirriTrrriiinitiMi

nU inm~~n—nf-'r.

- ••- nr

-nr—rrr -nrrvt -crm-M - ittiwm rtnmr m -m

Appearance
Accuracy
»ttltud0 towe rd Critic 1 so.
adaptability
Alert *181*8
Attitude - extra * uties
AiAa, Use of
ambit on (Further Training)
Breadth of uterestu
Class c tU ven«nt Subject otter ,
0 it i e® ns hip
Command of language
Cooperation
Co munity nte re at«
1>i»oi pline
tepenaabili ty
motions1 j! tabi11ty
con '.ml col
lintHiaia&m
AthiCai
Guidance
1 ?ea It Ii *1 nd 711 a 1X ty
‘ imor
Inaustry
nrivia \m 1 riffarenee s,
Treat ant of
Initiative
Interact in hyoloul Wel¬
fare of upil
Interest in etching
nfluenoe for Good
Impartialifcy
Judgment
- now lodge of /ubject : utter
FoyaIty
1tfUAarahip
Ilea t nea 8
i } OiSO

punctuality
Pc® tore
Bespact
!■ esaurcef Ulricas
Palationehip to Corwmity
Boatine ftnvl*OM» nt
BocorCtt
Sympathy
self-reliance
Sc if-cant la. eooe
Tact
Teaching mill
1.0880 n Prm paru 11 &n
Pupil Hcapoaao

Freoentatlon
atiC Control

----

19
%
7
£
4

10
8
8

10

l
3
4
4

3
8

i
18
1

3

10

IE

«*-

8

14

25
7
18

11
1
8

6

IE
7

—

--.

58
19
El
b
IE
30
19
54
3
30
36
24
76
£1

—

—

53
10

42

16
16

5
16
21

El
16
«*

73
58
5
42
63
3?
El

6

a*

4
19
4
3

1
10

54
19
56
6
El
19
18
56

6

IE

5
53
31

5

0

26

13

9
8

40
36

47
42

£
9
3

0

10

42

4r?
16

18

4

8

7

b

12

3
14
$
5

5

10

86

*w

6

13

9
24

31

16

40

.87

10

50

1

l
9
7

b

10

15

5
47
37
53

8

6

19
3

26

6
1
3

8

19

42

3

4
6

3
9

£1
10

8

9

42

1

7

5

37

17
6
4
6
3
9

7

40

37

14

8

19
10

3
s

otivating -kill
Cuestinning

?
4

' tt» Imi te P rag re a a

1

Asaignrenta
Tenting
Understanding
Voice
Willi ngttcco

~

High school - Col.

5
3
9
15
1,

10
12

3
6

13
5
6

4
3
b
b

E
2
8
16

&

It

25
-

0

16

27
42
58 #
30
15
24
21
12

3
15
9
27
45
3

51
42
68

26
31
21
16

26
26
10
10
16

78
26

©t teachers will aocncj b;. entering iHe field at

lino©

secondary education, uM will be ruled on porrormnct by
the high school admiftletretors, it is important that these
differences bo eliminate# so that the cadet fe&eher will
hsva some idea of what
in its teachers*

he secondary school is 1 ok log for

This would not change the training at

co dot teachers - it would no roly change the emphasis given
to certain parts of the instruction*
®s onso from tHose high uchools which do not use a
rating scale indicated that the greatest emphasis wan placed

on:
«

Gemmas & of subject matter
Interact in teaching
Tepend&bility
when evaluating teacher success.

The list of traits rated

as most Important in a teacher by these high school admini¬
strators arc given in Table IV*
The number of points earned by each trait was derived
by giving a trait fifteen points each timer it was mentioned
nn the moat important, fourteen points when mentioned os
next moat important, etc*

The list of traits was submitted

to the high school principals who merely indicated the rela¬
tive importance, in their opinion, of those traits on the
list*

Ji samp1© copy of-the •

tionnairo Ml transmittal

letter are attached m Appeodix "f\* and Appendix MB*
respectively*

Banking of Traits by Those High Softool** Not Using a Bating
S0o 1®

Characteristic

Place

feint*

l

Command of • abject flutter

SC.7

B

Interest in Teaching

341!

3

epen&ability

33B

4

Teaching Skill

3£7

5

Juagnont

309

6

! e a8on Pre mret Ion

£96

7

H© a cure©fulness

£77

8

Health

see

9

Good Appearenee

BB1

10

readersbio

216

11

Poise

£11

IB

Neatness

167

13

Corv and

>f Language

• nunclation

14

Social Acceptability

15

The results of thio questionnaire ahow that
r

nentioned

144
13a
1S8

he traits

oat frequently in rating scales correspont in

general with the traito looked for by rater® who Co not use
a rating seolfu

TJI.'iCBSSIPH OF H-3ANZNQ OF CoH*CHLY MKHTIOU’-T TRAITS

mm'fsn it
mmmnmn of m mam of mmsomx

mm

A consideration of what la meant by the* trait® desired,
by school administrators in their teachers is perhaps now
necessary*

Among the more important traits necessary were:

Sgi^oJling ekill.

Many administrator© look for this as

a blanket trait while others break the term Sown into ability
to question, ability to elicit response, end ability to
diagnose individual differences*

Sine© a teacher may evi¬

dence ample ability in many phase© of professional skill
and still bo unable to cope with the complexities of hand¬
ling « class successfully, it may be necessary for the ad¬
ministrator to analyze minutely' wherein the teacher has
failed and in order to do this, he will have to analyze the
skill of teaching part by part*

However, for the most part,

it should be necessary only for the teacher to be rated on
the skill as a whole*

Cadet teachers ©specially mmt be

watched carefully for any signs of deficiency in this trait
or any of its nhases, but

,hat watching must necessarily be
*

(lone by the supervising teacher rather than the aflmlnlstrative rater#
9

.

iRtgJLllj.^floe«

*

\

Studies made of the correlation of

intelligence with teaching ability a© rated by administra¬
tors show that this factor of intelligence correlates more
/

,

highly then any other single factor with teaching ability.
In a stufty of eighth grade teachers in non-flepartaentalizefl

schools It was shown that teaching ability and attitude
toward touching also had a good positive correlation, as
did the knowledge of principles of mental hygiene*

Know-

lelp© of subject miter and personality factors aid not
correlate significantly with teaching ability, accordir^
to this study* (1)
approaching the study of the corre& tion of intelli_

genoe and teaching ability from the other direction, it
has been shown that superior teachers on the whole have
superior scholastic averages*

Kven those teachers who

were rated inferior had above average scholastic na rks
as a whole, although their averages
the superior teachers as a group*

c?ro below those of
The cadet teacher aha 3d

real!m that he needs at least average saSrks in order to
have a

tuft chance of succeeding, and thorn students whose
j

mirks are below j average should not he encouraged to continuo in the field of education*
Health and vitality*

Prom In© at among the rcqui reiaen ts

listed by the various high school principals as necessary
for success as a teacher are health and vitality*

Good

health enables a teacher to carry a full teaching

load

and to do the necessary work*
to health %n vitality.

An accompanylog attribute

Vitality 1© necessary to enable the

teacher to e opiate the day’s work and assist in the extra-

\

(1}

Bostker, Leon K* ”?he Measurement and frediction of
Teaching Ability** School and S ciety* LI (January 6.
1940) pp* 30-32.

curricular activities which are part or the work of the
teacher.

Cadet teachers must realise that teaching re¬

quires a strong constitution* and that, while temporarily
ill teachers may be relieve A of part of the teaching lead
assigned to theta* one who is chronically ill and absent
will be dropped from the staff#
Appearance#
courtesy#

Young people are not noted for tact car

Any physical disfigures «mt or otdity imy cause

disciplinary problem©.

It is therefore necessary that the

school systems choose teachers who are free from major
physical peculiarities* particularly for the lower grades.
In many states there are physical requirements to be ret by
the teacher* for example* obesity may be a cause for dis¬
missal or non-hiring.

While it is not assumed that teachers

are to be node la of physical perfection* it is desirable to
secure teachers who uto> normal in ©poe&rano© and who create
a favorable 1 preasion by matins of their dress, posture and
poise.

A© dress is an Important part of a 'pearanee* cadet

teachers ah uld be taught what is appropriate for the class¬
room* and sshould bo aided in good grooming.

When a cadet

teacher la aware that he presents a reasonably attractive
appearance* that cadet teacher*© poise will be improved
.

•

and much of tho strain will be olisinated.
Cooperation.

Cooperation wan one of tho traits most

frequently mentioned by school fe£#lnlatrotor, as necessary
for teeohinr, suoeese.

This trait ho. moifolfl facets -

37
cooperation with the administration, not only on routine
compliance, but on fornub tion of policies.

Cooperation

with other membere of the staff is necessary with care
toward the ethics of interfering with the professional
respond! lit tee of colleagues*

Cooperation with students

in order to maintain classroom efficiency is absolutely
necessary, and cooperation with the parents of the stu¬
dents in order to old the student reach the best adjustmot possible is of utmost importance,

liany school ad¬

ministrators judge each of those facets of cooperation
separately*

For the cadet teacher it would perhaps be

sufficient to judge the trait as a whole as the cadet
teacher will only rarely formulate school policies, guide
the student, or confer with the parents of the students.
However, because of the importance of this

trait to the

smooth running of the school system, cadet teachers should
be judged on their cimperativeness.
iittitufl e *

The tea-her must perf rm many duties out¬

side of whet can be culled teaching.
extra duties are,

Included among these

f course, the extra-curricular activ tfc s

to which the teacher acta as adviser and the policy forming
committees upon which the teacher is asked to serve.
addition there are several fields of eomnuiii*}

In

interests

in which the teacher is asked to take part in order to lend
a certain prey tit, go to that undertaking.
emergency the teacher

Turing 'the war

bore the brunt of the demands made

3S'
udod townspeople to serve In local opA rationing boards,

Hed. Grose

rives, end other oommunlty projects,

The

attitude of t o teacher toward these extra duties is hig ly
important *

He must be willing to undertake them end

able to perform them capably#

This can be approximated

in the case of the cadet teacher by his record in campus
activities#
Another way In which the attitude of the teacher is
important is in const* ration of criticism#
"take*1 criticism?

Can the teacher

Since professional Improvement may de¬

pend upon suggestions received from other teachers, prinpipala# superintendents, and even from the pupils or their
parents, the teacher must be able to judge all criticism
objectively, and to accept that which aid him to improve
his teaching ability.

On the other hand, the teacher must

be able to criticize objectively the work of her students,
and proponed plans or policies concerning school administra¬
tion#

Critic! m must not become merely derogatory comments*

criticism forme a vital element in the improvement of the
school and its functions, and should be accepted &nd given
in the proper manner#
/.mbit on#

In the field of education, as in other pro¬

fessional fields, now Ideas are being brought forth con¬
stantly.

It is not necessary, nor la it desirable, that

the teacher try out each of these new ideas in his class¬
room* however, it is desirable that the teacher be cognisant

-39of the new ideas, and able to uae then when the situation
oeem^ to call for them*

In ord* r to avoid "habitual”

teaching, the teacher should seek t

keep alert to new

idttas and now facts concerning the profession.

ne of

the best ways of doing this in to take advanced courses
at a college or university if possible ond/or to travel
1

;'i

’

an^ to obtain a broader background of cultural information
in various ways.

The toucher should seek to broaden the

breadth of his interests - not to become a superficial
dilettante skimming the surface of many interests, but to
offer the pupil the subject matter with the beet setting
available•
. ®-*¥peftfl bf Isn* ge.

For the cadet teacher the transla¬

tion from the polysyllabic conversation of the college class¬
room to the simpler vocabulary of the high school classroom
is frequently a difficult one.

The cadet teacher must not

only be able to teach the subject mutter, but she must pre¬
sent it in such a way that the high school class will understand.

no of the major hindrances to understand log is a

language din lenity*

By careful choice of words the cadet

teacher should be able to present the subject matter so that
vhe high school pupil is able to grasp the meaning*

however,

tuc? vocabulary of the i.tuderit must be improved, and H is
•"he duty of every teacher, no matter what the course is
labelled, to see that the students add now words to their
vocabulary.

40

The coon iteration of thcs quality of the voice of the
teacher frequently cornea in conjunction with the considera¬
tion of her cmamanfl of language*

The voice as a whole is

judged by high school raters in a majority of the casesf
whereas iri college ratings, the* voice is broken down into
the component parts of quality, articulation, and pronun¬
ciation.

In judging the cadet teacher in cases where the

voice is deficient, it Is perhaps best to follow the college
ratings in order that the cadet teacher can know where the
emphasis an voice training should be placed*
Clasn ,.ohleveMflnt,

One of the means of rating &

V

teacher i* class achievement.

This method has many faults

as explained in an earl er section of this problem, but it
is used bb a check on teacher efficiency*

High school

raters check the performance of a teacher by testing his
students on subject matter mastery and growth in good citi¬
zenship*
epundabllity.

Because teaching is a continuous pro¬

fession - one that goes on day after day .nd which shows
only cumulative results, it is necessary that the teacher
bo dependable, punctual, and responsible*
very similar to acting in &mm respects.
fessions run by the clack*

Teaching is
Both are pro¬

If school or the performance

is to start at 8 o’clock, the teacher must be prepared to
start at eight, not just come running on-stage with hat
and coat still on*

The teacher is r sponsible for his

part in the education of the pupil.

Each teacher perfurras

a role which mikes the entire play, are! each must play
his role to the best of his ability so that the audience
of pupils cun learn the MmylOft of the ploy*

Recall* e of

the way in which a school day la scheduled, punctuality
in all things ia necessary#

The teacher nust make the

most efficient urn of the tire allotted to him*
Integrity and impartiality*
the mrm unreasonable likes and.
man beings*

A teacher is subject to
islikes as all other hu~

However, the teacher can not afford to in¬

dulge in this luxury•

The teacher must remain opM-mlndcd

.

both to new ideas and to the worth of individuals*

' is

integrity In dealing with colleagues or students should bo
above question.

Impartiality toward all must be his motto

but this impartiality should not be indifforanew •

n© of

the pri e requisites of a teacher is that he be interested
in people and his students and that he offer his students
his sympathetic understanding, so that he can help them
with their problems and guide them#
1 eraonality«

The personality of the superior t< acher

is made up of many facets#

Among those qualities most

desired by school administrators are:
rimotionel stability.

The teacher mu at haw a

steadying influence on the class.

He must not be

nublect to fits of melancholia, temper, irritation,
etc., but should present 4a composed and rational
understanding to she class.

-42-

Enthusiasm*
his enthusiasm*

The teacher must enliven the class with
This may be the means of motivating the

class, of capturing their interest*

The teacher generates

the energy in the class - he must furnish the spark that
kindles the class.
Perseverance*

A class must learn certain fundamental

facts and it is the duty of the teacher to see that the
class has mastered these facte before he goes on to further
work*

This requires perseverance, and the teacher must have
,s+

it#
Patience*

Coupled with perseverance is patience.

When the class is particularly slow to learn something, it
*

V-

-

•

*«.

• . t

is not sufficient that the teacher persevere with mounting im¬
patience.

With hie perseverance, the teacher must maintain

his patience and understanding of the difficulties of the

*

f

class in grasping the material.
Self-reliance and self-confidence.
necessary attributes of the teacher.

I
These are also

Without self-reliance

and self-confidence, the teacher could not maintain the poise
that enhances his teaching skill*

A flustered, excitable,

easily disturbed teacher does not present the calm advance¬
ment toward the goal proposed.
Tact*

There are many situations in the teaching

day which call for tact*

Pupils, their parents,

-43-

colleagues, administrators, the public ere all met
during a school day and tact ana discretion are
necessary in dealing with them#
tolerance *

Kach individual is entitled to his

own ideas, and it is the duty of the teacher not only
to tolerate the ideas of others, but to teach his
students toleration.

This tolerance, exercised aria

taught, should be sympathetic understanding, not
indifference#
>

nojfyjie#

s

..

'he teacher is responsible for the ventila¬

tion of the schoolroom and for racking the most of the light¬
ing available#

Uncomfortable physical surroundings are more

than likely to make learning difficult if not impossible,
me i% ia th« responsibility of the teacher to provide the
t.osl oor if or table physical conditions for the majority of

the pupils#
Boutina a 1®

affects the teacher in another way,

majority of the school records of one type
ate with the teacher#

The

or another origin¬

It is his rea pMalblUty to keep

these records accurately, *i$i to submit them punctually at
the time they are due#

cha:»?:;k v
pm; tsrsT' rati«! j;cai,b t< r cape* tuc ism

j

pmpmm MTim rouuu fob cav-tt rwvvm

Jt has been stated that check scales are probably a
More vu UA and reliable means of rating u teacher or cadet
te char than any of the other types of rating acute®, but
that even the check scale fa pond a for Its validity ana
reliability on the objectivity of the rater,

to date no

absolutely objective method of rating fee* boon devised, ana
therefore t ho ratings given teacher© should not be com id ©rod
infallible, but should be thought of as the recorded state¬
ments of the rater about the value of the teacher*

listings

should not be given on the eve of an important decision
in the career of the teacher, and the results of all rating©
should be given to the teacher with an opportunity for the
teacher t > discuss the rating*

Bating* should be given to

improve teaching ability primarily, although they may serve
other administrative functions*

Bating© should, whenever

possible, bo administered by more than one competent rater,
and the ratings average : for the final results*
?he proposed, rating scale for cadet teachers sat forth
in this auction m & evolved from u study of the rating
scales submitted for inspection by principals of the vari¬
ous high schools and by education departments in the vari¬
ous colleges,

nd by response to a questionnaire sent to

principals of the high schools.
in as follows;

?he proposed rating scale

Rating;

-ot.lt> for Cfcidot Teachers

Name of Cadot Teacher
Nam® and Title of Rater

...

Observation: Subject

„■

Place
Vary

Above

-

mvm

length_(mi n.}
Below

Superior Average average Average
Appearance...

Attitude toward
Criticism.,
Attitude toward
Hxtra nm**•«»"
Ambition.*..,.~
Breadth of Trite rest «*""
Command of Language.
Cooperation.~
Cla b& achievein**nt
a. ubjeot matter.
b. Citixenehip»..,
re pena ability...
Health and vitality.
Humor

Integrity..^
Interest in caching
Influence for Hood••
Initiative .._
*Tudg n t«• • *«
r:nowledge of ubJeot ~
? at tor.
J.oyu Ity

Leadership..
Personality *,.......
Hcmtino......
Teaching fcill..]
/oioo.****t**t«...ii
Corume nt « or >' -uggos t ions:

«»*— » » * ^

■■«—■» »»'i

Lerloualy

efioient

~^7
ftul&e Bheet for Use with Hating; Beale
It is desirable that this rating be made by more than
one competent administrator, preferably those who usually
rate the teachers in the school system#

It is not desirable

to have the supervising teacher rate the cadet teacher.
If the cadet teacher Is marked “below average11 ox*
“seriously deficient” in any of the traits listed on the
rating sneet, the rater should analyze that deficiency into
its component parts as follows#
Appearance - neatness, appropriateness, posture.
At tltude..toward criticism - constructive, derogatory, personal
Attitude toward extra duties - unwillingness, Incapacity,
non-cooperation#
AmbitIon - further study, open-mindedness to new ideas.
Breadth of Interests - hobbies, community interests, interest
in teaching#'
Command of language - limited vocabulary, too extensive
vocabulary#
Cooperation - with students, with parents, with colleagues,
with administration.
Ciass achievement - subject matter, citizenship, adjustment.
Dependability - punctuality, responsibility.
Health and vitality - forcefulness, chronic absence.
Humor - ability torelax, inability to see humor in situation.
Integrity - ethics, impartiality, open-mindedness.
Influence for good - moral tone, character building.
Initiative - resourcefulness.
Judgment - choice of illustrations, decisions, choice of
materials.
Knowledge of subject matter
Loyalty - to school, to beliefs.
header snip - of class, of colleagues*
Personality - emotional stability, enthusiasm, perseverance,
poise, patience, sympathy and understanding:, self-reli¬
ance, self-confidence, sincerity, tact, tolerance.
Houtlne - environment, records.
Teaching skill - lesson preparation, pupil response, presenta¬
tion, disciplining, management and control, motivating
skill, questioning and testing, evaluate progress,
assignments, treatment of Individual differences*
Voice - articulation, enunciation, pronunciation, quality#

1

i

app-cnpicto
k
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University of liaseeohusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

February 6, it4a

Tear Sirs
\

w(.

^ making a study of the evaluation sheets used to
anfl *» interested in finding out what the
vi.rioua school aystems use as criteria. If you have a forr*1
stsile : or the teachers in your school, would vo
please send me a oopy of it.
*
JUi(5
'
Y
':
...
.
.•** you do not uue a formal scale, would you nleaso
indicate on the enclosed form the importance you attach to
', <tr!/}ta listed thereon by marking the most im¬

Vx

ll
8
not listed important,
»t i., the space provided end indicate its importance.
y

*1U flna a eeIf-ad reseed stamped envelope *n-

y5u very
*2ry muchT*-0--’-1--‘new*r^
thii!
Thank
you
much for your cooperation.
If you
ereletter.
interested'.'
I shell be nl .£ to uen£ you the results of this study*
V“ery truly yours,

1

ikiol© B. Bit cover
Top^rti-ent of Vacation

1.

Ham of

ehool

8*

Orates in school: 12

3.

Vo

11

you use a rating scale?

10

9

B

Yes

7

To tit 1 enrollment

No

If not, please mark in order of importance, the traits listed:

4.

(

)

dependability

(

> Poise

) Resourcefulness

(

) Health

} Go:

(

) "inundation

) JudgTient

i

) Gonna net of language

} Interest in teaching

{

) lesson preparation

} Social acceptability

(

) Good appearance

) Teaching skill

{

) Heatnose

5 leadership

Is rating done regularly?
If so, at

Yea

ad of subject matter

Ho

hot interval_

If irregular, state when rated
Superintendent

_

*>•

"‘ho dees the rating?

Supervisor

principal

6.

.7hat use is made of these ratings?

7.

Would you like a copy of the results of this study? Yes No
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PROFILE OF TEACHER’S QUALIFICATIONS

MILTON (Mass*) h.s.
Name of Teacher
Low
1

2

3

4

•

•

#

•

2. Speech

•

•

4

3. Versatility

f

•

4* Imagination

•

5. Reliability, Integrity

High
10

Average
6
5

7

8

9

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

9

•

•

#

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

6. Health, Vitality

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

•

•

7. Emotional control

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

8. Leadership, Initiative

•

•

•

•m

•

•

•

•

•

•

S, Judgment

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

♦

•

•

10, Sympathy, Tact

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

♦

•

•

r .
11. Definiteness of purpose

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

12. Perseverance

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

2. Co-operation

•

•

•

•

3. Accuracy

•

•

•

4. Knowledge of subject matter.N

•

Ability to select and
5. organize subject matter

•

Skill in selection and use
6. of methods of instruction
•

I. PERSONAL EQUIPMENT
1. General appearance

II. PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
Understanding of the
1. individual child

t

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

#

t

•

•

•

•

•

•

III. RESULTS
Citizenship standards.
1 • Moral tone

•

•

2. Scholastic achievement

•

•

GENERAL ESTIMATE OF
IV. TEACHER’S ABILITY

Date

•

»
1

•

•

•

•

•

•

Principal

•

•

•

•

a:-'

"C"

m)UQjifiuk

■l>-u

p

ABILITY IN SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS
A
Health-vitality
Appearance
Voice

B

C

D

F

_

_

_

Poise _
Courtesy

_

Use of English _
Interest in teaching _
Adaptability

_

Cooperation _
Dependability
Forcefulness

_:_
___

Resourcefulness _
Attitude toward criticism _
Ability in self-criticism _
Knowledge of subject matter _
Range of interests _
Understanding of pupils _
Ability to
Prepare learning activities _
Stimulate and direct learning.
Question

..._

Diagnose pupils problems _
Evaluate pupil progress ...
Provide for individual differences
Manage and control pupils_
Use illustrative materials _
Care for materials _

Care for physical environment

(The revarae cldc contains Information about the cadet teuoher
und provides space for a descriptive statement.)

t*ctt

BLANK

BHOCKKtV HIGH SCHOOL

NAME OF TEACHER
Teaching Grades

Years
Teaching

School

Understanding of children ••••••••
Co-operation and loyalty •••••••••
Discipline ...
Integrity and sincerety • • .
Professional interest and growth • • • • •
Adaptability and resourcefulness .
Sense of justice...
Self-control

...

Initiative and self-reliance ••••»••
Skill and care in assignment •••••••
Superior Very good Good Fair Poor -

5
4
3
2
1

COMMENTS

Name of person reporting - Position
DATE

t# h Q X
SCHOOL_

OHllfeS

v'

TEACHER

- = £$ #

_

SUBJECT S____
5-Good

4-Above Average

3-Average

2-Below Average

1-Poor
5 T

20

5

Class

A

B

X

X

1

Organization of Work and Children

2

Orderly Procedure of Recitation and Study

3

Technique of Teaching

4

Personal influence on pupils

1

Plan Book for Year’s Work

3 | 2

1

X

X

X

1

11

•

45

C

1

Management Cl) Books,

2

Neatness of Room, desks,

3

Registry and Reports

supplies, desks,

etc.

■

i
I
1
1
I
i
|

etc.

•

4

Punctuality (Self)
.- —

5

Punctuality (Pupils)

6

Cooperation with Parents

!
i

7

Cooperation
with Teachers
-

•
—-——

8

Cooperation with Supervisors

9

Cooperation with School Officials

j
!

i
|
20

D

Revelation of Professional Spirit

X

X

|

10
00

E

1

Membership on Teacher’s Committees

2

Membership on Other Groups

3

Study from Educational Books and Magazines

i

"

X—

X

X

1

4

Summer and Other Educational Courses taken

1

Cooperation with Health Program

2

Interest in Student Activities
RATE

i
i
i
i
1—
i

TOTALS

Date_Principal_Supt.

*cw
ARLINGTON SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
Checking List for Principals and Supervisors
Teacher

School

No score should be listed until Supervisor is sure that reac¬
tion and attitude of pupils support decision* Supervisor should keep a
copy of this record in order to list evidences of improvement in subse¬
quent reports.

Check each one of the
items below in one of
Below
Above
the four groups_Average_Average_Average_Beat
1. General Appearance,
Bearing, Poise
2. Health
3. Initiative and Self
Reliance
4. Tact
5. Voice
6. Personality, Confidence
7. Cooperation, Attitude
and Loyalty
8. Community Interests
9. Professional Improvement
10* Scholarship
H# Use of English
12. Interest in school
activities and willing¬
ness to assist
13. Understanding of pupils
14. Discipline - "Discipline
is type of training
which makes punishment
unnecessary
15. Interest in work - seated
at desk?
16. Attention to reports,
records, etc.

RUTGER^
tfNlrVER<SlTY
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OP NEW JERSEY
School of Education
30:H87--Practice Teaching
Hating Sheet

Date

,

Dear Supervising Teacher:
Will you kindly rate
_
, who has been
practice teaching with you, on the’"Items' listed below.
This rating
will be your best judgment, and will not be considered as being abso¬
lutely accurate.
Please fill in this blank when the student has com¬
pleted his work with you, but do not consult with anyone else when
you do so.
This sheet, together with the f,certificate of practice
teaching”, will be considered your final report of this student*s
work.
Very sincerely,
J. Donald Neill
Ratings
Ave.
V.G.

Traits
Knowledge of Subject Matter
Mastery of essentials in aca¬
demic and professional subjects y
interest in current problems
Versatility
Faithfulness in Duties
Reliable, assumes responsibility
Cooperation
Interested In others, fair in
considering suggestions
Social Qualities
Interest and success in making
social contacts
Qualities of Leadership
Initiative, resourcefulness,
ability to stimulate others
Ability to Express Thoughts
Clear, forceful oral expression,
choice of language
Intellectual alertness
Native endowment os dis¬
tinguished from acquired abil¬
ities
Physical Vigor
Free from chronic ailments, in¬
frequent absences, energetic;
emotional stability
Personal Appearance
Pleasing, neat, appropriate
^ ^ou bo inclined to recommend
this person as a teacher?

j
j
Signed
Department

Poor

pv mix "cw

NEW BEDFORD SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
TEACHER RATING SHEET
School_Principal_
Teacher.

_Appointed_

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND.
1. College preparation:
Degree_School_
i

Date_U-_Semester hours in education.
}

2.

'

Added professional enrichment: (Courses, study groups, travel, etc.)

Code
Major points: (E) excellent; (G) good; (F) fair; (P) poor.
Minor points: (+) Better than average; (—) less than average.

A blank means average.
19

I

TEACHING EFFICIENCY.
1.

Guides pupil growth toward:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

2.

II

19

Self control and individual strength of character .
Attitudes of cooperation and good citizenship .
Independent thinking and individual initiative .
Appreciation of order and beauty.
Understanding and appreciation of democratic
principles.

Presents subject matter and teaches skills with
effectiveness through:
a. Thorough knowledge of the subject matter . .
b. Study of needs and abilities of individual pupils .
c. Careful lesson preparation.
d. Efficient method and skill in presentation ....
e. Skill in developing pupil response.

PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS.
Character, intelligence, mental and physical health
indicated by:
1. Physical vitality.
2. Emotional balance.
3. Common sense and good judgment.
4. Joy in work.
5. Attractive personal appearance.
6. Pleasing voice
.
7. Breadth of interest.
8. Creative imagination.
9. Ability to live and work in friendly relationship
with others.
10. Influence for good.

ri

19

19

19

Special Talent Contributions

Year

General Comment

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year

Year
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